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To further investigate the interplay between ferromagnetism and topological insulators, thin films of the low-
carrier topological insulator (BixSb1−x )2Te3 were deposited on the insulating ferromagnet EuS (100) in situ. AC
susceptibility indicates magnetic anomalies between T ≈ 30 K and T ≈ 60 K, well above the Curie temperature
TC ≈ 15 K of EuS. When the Fermi level is close to the Dirac point and the surface state dominates the electric
conduction, sharp increases in resistance with decreasing temperatures were observed concurrently with the
magnetic anomalies. Positive-negative magnetoresistance crossovers were observed at the Curie temperature,
which seem only to appear when the sheet resistance exceeds the Mott-Ioffe-Regel limit h/e2. A two-stage
gap-opening process due to magnetic proximity is proposed.
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Recent studies of topological insulators (TI) [1,2] empha-
size their interplay with various forms of magnetism. One of
the main objectives is the observation of quantum anomalous
Hall effect (QAHE), that is a quantized Hall effect without
a magnetic field [3]. Starting from a two-dimensional (2D)
TI, also known as a quantum spin Hall system, where a pair
of counterpropagating edge states with opposite spins exist,
QAHE is realized with the introduction of ferromagnetic order
that suppresses one of the spin channels [4,5]. A standard
route to achieve a 2D-TI is to reduce the thickness of a
3D-TI until the two opposing surfaces hybridize to form a
2D-TI. To introduce ferromagnetism, one approach was to
dope the bulk 3D-TI with ferromagnetic ions [5–8], while in a
second approach, a ferromagnetic layer was brought to contact
with the surface of the TI [9–12]. With sufficiently strong
perpendicular anisotropy, time reversal symmetry should be
broken at that surface and a QAHE would be realized. To date,
a “true” QAHE in zero magnetic field was achieved only in
magnetically doped TIs [6,13] and only at temperatures much
lower than the ferromagnetic coupling temperature. The need
for low temperature has been attributed to the doping-related
disorder. While bulk disorder may be alleviated in the bilayer
configuration, it is replaced by interface effects.

The first generation of TI–ferromagnet bilayers used bis-
muth selenide (Bi2Se3) as the TI platform and EuS [9,11]
or GdN [10] for the insulating ferromagnet. Relevant to
the present study, we previously reported magnetotransport
measurements on bilayer samples with europium sulfide (EuS)
as the insulating ferromagnet, where a crossover between
positive and negative magnetoresistance suggested a proximity
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effect occurring at the Curie temperature (TC) of EuS [9]. Inves-
tigating a similar material system, Wei et al. further detected a
low temperature weak hysteresis as a signature for a developing
ferromagnetic phase [11]. Further investigations by this group,
using spin-polarized neutron reflectivity experiments, revealed
interfacial magnetism that extended ∼2 nm into a ∼20 nm
Bi2Se3 system, which persisted to temperatures much higher
than the TC of EuS itself [14]. While a small increase in
TC of EuS has been reported before, and was attributed to
the presence of free bulk carriers [15,16], the much larger
increase in TC was attributed solely to an interface effect.
However, progress in this bilayer material system has been
slow, primarily because of Bi2Se3 quality problems such as
interstitials and vacancies, which lift the Fermi level to the
bulk conduction band, resulting in n-type bulk conductivity
[17–20], thereby complicate the interpretation of experimental
results.

A variety of other 3D-TI materials have been studied in
search for an optimal TI platform. In particular, like Bi2Se3,
both Bi2Te3 and Sb2Te3 share the same quintuple-layer (QL)
crystalline structures with similar lattice constants [21,22].
However, unlike Bi2Se3, the Dirac point of either compound
is not well exposed in the bulk band gap [23]. This was
resolved by using the alloy (BixSb1−x )2Te3 (BST), introducing
a further advantage that electric conduction can be tuned
between n-type and p-type by changing the Bi to Sb ratios
[24]. The realization of QAHE by Cr doping of BST [25],
exhibiting high sample quality and robust magnetism at low
temperatures, which persists even when the film thickness is
beyond the 2D hybridization limit, suggests that it should also
be tried with a bilayer configuration.

In this Rapid Communication we present results on mag-
netic behavior in the BST–EuS bilayer thin film system. In
addition to reproducing similar results as in the Bi2Se3–EuS
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TABLE I. Summary of samples. S1 and S2 are thin and optimally
doped and therefore should have dominant surface conduction;
whereas S3 and S4 are undoped and thicker therefore should have
large contribution from the bulk. Composition and thickness are
calculated from numbers of laser pulses.

Samples Ferromagnet TI compositions TI thicknesses

S1 EuS (100) (Bi0.05Sb0.95)2Te3 4 nm
S2 EuS (100) (Bi0.05Sb0.95)2Te3 6.5 nm
S3 EuS (100) Sb2Te3 13 nm
S4 EuS (100) Sb2Te3 65 nm

bilayer system, namely a positive to negative magnetoresis-
tance crossover at the Curie temperature of EuS TC ≈ 15 K
[9], magnetic order was observed at the interface between BST
and EuS, which persists to ∼60 K, much higher than the bulk
TC of EuS. Anomalies in the resistivity and AC susceptibility
suggest a two-stage magnetic proximity induced gap-opening
mechanism. In the rest of this Rapid Communication, the mag-
netic and transport properties of four representative samples are
reported and compared.

Based on existing procedures [26–30], bilayer samples
were fabricated by growing EuS (100) and BST thin films
sequentially in situ on Si (100) substrates by pulsed laser
deposition (PLD). Here we present studies on two thin and
optimally doped samples (S1 and S2), where the surface state
should dominate the electric conduction [24], and, to contrast,
two thicker and undoped samples (S3 and S4), where the
Fermi levels intersect the bulk valance band, hence a large
contribution of p-type bulk conduction is expected (Table I).
X-ray diffraction (XRD) indicates clear (001) orientation of the
BST layers. The component of magnetization perpendicular to
the films behave similarly to EuS thin films without the TI layer
in DC magnetometry [31].

While useful as a bulk measurement, DC magnetome-
try is less suited to detect weak interface phenomena. In
particular, measurements above TC are especially difficult
when background interference dominates the SQUID coil
centering process [32]. AC magnetic susceptibility, on the
other hand, has been proven to be very sensitive to thermo-
dynamic transitions as well as surface and local phenomena,
as demonstrated in studies of 2D ferromagnetism, spin-glass,
superparamagnetism, heavy fermions, and superconductivity
[33–38]. To better study the magnetic properties of the interface
in a wider temperature range, AC susceptibility of the thin
optimally doped sample S1 was measured with a homemade
two-coil mutual inductance device [39,40] at a drive frequency
f = 71 kHz. The pick-up coil was wound in a gradiometer
configuration and mounted inside the drive coil, both casted
into a small epoxy cylinder. One end of the cylinder was then
polished to allow the sample to be in close proximity to the
top of the two concentric coils (see, e.g., Ref. [41]). The same
sample was measured in a van der Pauw configuration for DC
and Hall resistance measurements. Indeed, where an unusual
behavior of the bilayer system is observed, anomalies appear
in both susceptibility and resistance measurements.

A striking example for the correspondence between the
zero field AC susceptibility and DC resistance is shown in
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FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of (a) sheet resistance and (b)
AC magnetic susceptibility of sample S1 in zero magnetic field. When
an unusual behavior of the bilayer system is observed, anomalies
appear in both susceptibility and resistance.

Fig. 1. This 4 nm sample is expected to be very close to the
2D-TI régime where magnetism from the proximitized EuS is
expected to have maximum effect. There is a clear effect at the
Curie temperature of EuS (∼15 K), where the sheet resistance
starts its low-temperature increase, while the AC susceptibility
saturates in magnitude. However, these expected effects are just
the last of the magnetic response as we lower the temperature.
A dramatic increase in resistance, associated with a cusp in the
imaginary part of AC susceptibility, is first observed at 60 K.
Lowering the temperature, the sheet resistance seems to almost
saturate at ∼30 K, at which point the real (inductive) part of
the susceptibility shows a dip and the imaginary (dissipative)
part almost saturates. Such an anomaly seems to be readily
suppressed by a small perpendicular magnetic field [Fig. 2(c)],
which is consistent with a change in the magnetic configuration
at the interface, such as that proposed in Ref. [14]. In a strong
perpendicular DC magnetic field, where the magnetization in
the ferromagnetic phase is forced to align with the applied
field similarly to ferromagnets measured on their easy axes,
the real and imaginary parts of the AC susceptibility should
exhibit peaks just above and below TC , respectively [33,42].
However the as-measured data slightly deviate from such
expected behavior [Fig. 2(e)]. This is likely due to the phase
rotation and complex offset introduced by the finite resistance,
capacitance, and inductance in the wiring of the cryostat and
instruments. Indeed the expected behavior is recovered by
applying a 40◦ phase rotation [Fig. 2(f)]. For comparison,
the AC susceptibility in zero and 20 mT DC fields are also
presented with 40◦ phase rotations in the right column in
Fig. 2 next to their as-measured counterparts. In particular,
in 20 mT DC field, where the magnetization is mostly in-plane
and the anomaly above TC is suppressed, the AC susceptibility
after phase rotation [Fig. 2(d)] also roughly conforms with the
expected behavior of a thin film ferromagnet measured on its
hard axis [43].

Transport data are shown in Fig. 3, summarizing the zero-
field sheet resistance [Figs. 3(a)–3(d)] and the Hall resistance
[Figs. 3(e) and 3(f)] of the four bilayer samples.
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FIG. 2. Real (χ ′, crosses) and imaginary (χ ′′, circles) parts of the
AC susceptibility of sample S1 as functions of temperatures close to
the Curie temperature (dashed lines). (a),(b) In zero field, (c),(d) in
20 mT, and (e),(f) in 2 T DC fields perpendicular to the film. The left
column shows as-measured data whereas the right column includes
40◦ phase rotations. Error bars in all figures in this paper represent
the estimated 95% confidence intervals.

The Hall effect indicates that S2–S4 have holes as the
majority carrier, whereas S1 exhibits electron character. A
possible reason for a change in majority carrier types between
S2 and S1, from holes to electrons, could be the reduction
in thickness, hence a stronger influence from the chemical
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FIG. 3. Resistive anomalies observed in samples (a) S1 and (b)
S2 at the same temperatures where magnetic anomalies occur, but not
in those with intrinsic thicker TI layers (c) S3 and (d) S4. (e), (f) The
Hall effect indicates decreasing carrier densities per unit area from
S4 to S1 and a shift from p type to n type.
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FIG. 4. Magnetoresistance at representative temperatures of (a)
S1, (b) S2, (c) S3, and (d) S4. (b inset) Low-field behavior of S2
at T = 12 K (triangles) and at T = 30 K (circles), showing reverse
temperature dependence. (d, inset) Low-field features of S4.

potential of the EuS layer, which has a natural tendency to
have electron donors [15]. While a small elevation of chemical
potential may not produce measurable electric conduction in
EuS due to its large band gap [44,45], in the BST layer,
however, if the Fermi level is below and very close to the Dirac
point [24], where excitations exhibit electron-hole symmetry,
even a small elevation may change the majority carrier type.
Similarly to S1, a resistive transition was observed in the
slightly thicker optimally doped sample S2 [Fig. 3(b)] near
T ≈ 30 K. Such resistive transitions were neither observed in
samples S3 and S4 [Figs. 3(c) and 3(d)] nor in the Bi2Se3–EuS
bilayers in Ref. [9], where in both cases the ferromagnetism
is present but the bulk conduction is more dominant; nor
in BST samples near the optimal doping level reported in
Ref. [24], where the surface conduction dominates but in
the absence of magnetism. These strongly suggest that the
resistive transition observed is a result of proximity between
the magnetic order and the surface state. Indeed, the interface
magnetization is expected to open a gap at the TI’s surface state,
hence reduce its contribution to the overall conduction, which
would only be observed when the EuS layer is highly insulating
and the surface state dominates the conduction in the TI
layer.

The magnetoresistance (MR) of the bilayer samples was
measured at representative temperatures and presented in
Fig. 4. A positive to negative MR crossover at TC was observed
in S1 [Fig. 4(a)], similarly to previously reported behavior
of thin Bi2Se3–EuS bilayers [9]. Above TC , a sharp positive
MR feature exists near zero field as ubiquitously observed
in TI thin films; whereas below TC a negative MR emerges.
In S2 the MR remains positive at all measured temperatures
[Fig. 4(b)], however the low-field feature is broader at 12 K
than at 30 K [Fig. 4(b), inset], suggesting a developing negative
component, similar to Bi2Se3–EuS bilayers close to TC [9]. In
thicker undoped samples S3 and S4 [Figs. 4(c) and 4(d)], only
positive MR was observed, which sharpens monotonously with
decreasing temperature, in addition to parabolic backgrounds
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FIG. 5. The maximum sheet resistance of bilayer samples at zero
magnetic field from a variety of sources (A: this paper, B: Ref. [9] and
unpublished data, C–I: Refs. [50,51,54–57]) The Mott-Ioffe-Regel
limit (R� = h/e2) seems to separate samples showing signatures of
negative MR below TC (violet circles), and those only display positive
MR (gray crosses).

that are typically observed in thicker TI films [46]. While
in our previous studies of Bi2Se3–EuS bilayers the Fermi
levels were likely well inside the bulk conduction band,
and therefore the mechanism of the emergent negative MR
remained inconclusive, in the present study, specifically for
samples S1 and S2, the doping levels and the Hall effects
suggest that the Fermi levels are very close to the Dirac point
and well inside the bulk band gap. This case was studied
theoretically, suggesting that either gap opening at the Dirac
point [47,48] or coexistence of ferromagnetism and spin-orbit
coupling [49] as the origin for the negative MR. Finally, we

note that the crossovers from positive to negative MR have
also been observed in bilayer structures with different TIs
and ferromagnets [50,51], interestingly only when the sheet
resistance exceeds the Mott-Ioffe-Regel limit [52,53] in two
dimensions h/e2 (Fig. 5). While most available theories
on magnetotransport properties of TI thin films have been
formulated in terms of weak localization, we note that, being
an orbital quantum interference effect, the concept of weak
localization is not easily applicable in such a régime.

To summarize, (BixSb1−x )2Te3–EuS bilayers were fabri-
cated by pulsed laser deposition. AC magnetic susceptibility
displayed anomalies well above the bulk TC of EuS. Resistive
transitions were observed concurrently with magnetic anoma-
lies in thin optimally doped samples, where the Fermi levels are
close to the Dirac point, suggesting a gap opened at the Dirac
point at the interface. Similarly to previous results, negative
magnetoresistance was observed below TC near zero fields
whereas positive magnetoresistance was recovered above TC .
Together these suggest a two-stage gap-opening mechanism at
the TI surface state Dirac point as a result of proximity to an
insulating ferromagnet.
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